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Use advanced vocabulary and grammar to
get a higher score in the speaking exam
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These are the expressions I use with

my students use in the speaking

exam.

You are marked on vocabulary,

grammatical accuracy and

complexity, fluency and

pronunciation. 

Use these to improve the first two and

clearly express your point of view.

We've used them over and over again

with lots of fantastic results! Let me

know how you get on :)
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Wow, what a tough question, as if I would be able to

solve that problem overnight! (Introduction phrase to

answer the question)

I wish had another answer, but it's a really complicated

situation. (Use at the end of the question)

If had to choose, I would say ( + noun or gerund)

Going back to what I mentioned before... (If referring to

a previous question)

I think this issue has gone too far to be honest (To

express radical changes e.g. robots becoming teachers

etc.)

Boost your score using these...
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Actually, I've talked about this multiple times with my friends and we

came to the conclusion that (Introduce at the end of you answer after

following the template)

Well, regardless of the fact I have absolutely no idea about this topic, I

would assume (State your answer).

I think if this problem continues, it will lead to (+ Consequence)

If I had the power to go back in time and change (+ topic) then I would

definitely pick... (Beginning, middle or end of the answer)

Even though I am not an expert, I think regarding this issue the

damage has already been done. Can we recover? (Change verb

depending on the question) It's hard to say. (Use this at the end of a

question that has no easy solution.)

and these...
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 How to use them
Or how to formulate your answers.

If you are not sure...
 

 

Click here to book a class 
 

 I will personally help you prepare for the speaking
exam.

 

Don't forget...

 

 
You can follow me on:

 Instagram  @ieltswithkatherine

Facebook    @ieltswithkatherine

Or visit www.katherineskelly.com

https://en.amazingtalker.com/teachers-and-tutors/katherine-skelly-e1237980-a7ce-4eb5-acf2-04e085e64289
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